
Neither Vitalism nor Mechanism 

In the previous chapters I have experimented with narrating events (en
counters with litter, electricity, foeds, metal) in ways that present non
human materialities as bona lide participants rather than as recalcitrant 
objects, social constructs, or instrumentalities. What would happen to 

our thinking about nature if we experienced materialities as actants, 
and how would the direction of public policy shift if it attended more 
carefully to their trajectories and powers? I am looking for a materi
alism in which matter is figured as a vitality at work both inside and 
outside of selves, and is a force to be reckoned with without being pur
posive in any strong sense. 

Such a vital materialism would run parallel to a historical materi
alism focused more exclusively on economic and social structures of 
human power. It would be part ad hoc invention and part a gathering of 

elements from a previous tradition of thinking inhabited by Epicurus, 
Lucretius, Thomas Hobbes, Baruch Spinoza, Denis Diderot, Friedrich 
Nietzsche, Henry David Thoreau, and others. in that tradition, the dis

tinction between life and matter, or organic and inorganic. or human 
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and nonhuman, or man and goeL is not always the most important or 

salient difference to recognize. 

A vital materialism today would also do well, 1 think. to reengage the 

so-called vitalists, especially those who, in the early twentieth century, 

called themselves ·critical" or "modern" vitalists.' Henri Bergson and 

Hans Driesch. for example. distinguished themselves from those "naive" 

vitalists who posited a spiritual force or soul that was immune to any 

scientific or experimental inquiry. The critical vitalists also opposed the 

mechanistic model of nature assumed by the "materialists" of their day. 

Nature was not, for Bergson and Driesch, a machine, and matter was 

not in principle calculable: something always escaped quantification, 

prediction, and control. They named that something .!lan vital (Berg

son) and entelechy (Driesch). Their efforts to remain scientific while ac

knowledging some incalculability to things is for me exemplary. 

In this chapter 1 try to show how Driesch and Bergson. in their at

tempts to give philosophical voice to the vitality of things. came very 

close to articulating a vital materialism. But they stopped short: they 

could not imagine a materialism adequate to the vitality they discerned 

in natural processes. (Instead, they dreamed of a not-quite-material life 

force.) Their vitalisms nevertheless fascinate me, in part because we 

share a common foe in mechanistic or deterministic materialism, and 

in part because the fabulously vital materiality of which I dream is so 

close to their vitalism. 

Critical Vitalism 

Just before the First World War. there was in the United States a new 

sense of the universe as lively and incalculable, as "a world of incessant 

and unforeseeable change and possibility, a world always about to be.'" 

There was, in short, an outbreak of vitalism. Central to this vitalism, a 

revival fueled by Bergson's L'�volution cr�atrice (1907; published as Cre

ative Evolution in '910) and Driesch's popular Gifford lectures titled The 

Science and Philosophy of the Organism (1907-8). was the idea that life 

was irreducible to a mechanical or deterministic matter. There must 

exist a life prinCiple that (sometimes) animated matter, which was not 

itself material even though it took on existence only when in relation 
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to matter. "The concept of nature must be enlarged," Driesch wrote, so 
that it "consists of one completely spatial and one only partly spatial 

portion."' The vital force, or that "only partiy spatial portion" of nature, 

provided the impetus for morphological changes in the embryo. But the 

critical vitalists also thought it was responsible for the progressive de

velopment of personality and history: insofar as seeds, embryos, person

alities, and cultures were all organic wholes, there was an isomorphism 

between physical, psychological, and civilizational orders. 

There was some disagreement among the critical vitalists about just 

how to depict the vital force: Bergson's �lan vital, for example, competed 

with Driesch's entelechy. But on the question of what matter was, they 

agreed with each otheTas well as with their materialist opponents: mat� 

ter was unfree, mechanistic, and deterministic (though "dynamiC· in 

the sense of capable of undergOing regular changes of state). Whereas 

the vitalists lifted instances of "life" outside the reach of this mechani

cal world, the materialists insisted that every entity or force, however 

complex, "organic; or subtle, was ultimately or in principle explicable 

in mechanical or, as they called it, 'physico-chemical" terms. 

Bergson and Driesch each identified a not-wholly-calculable, not

quite-material impetus-a vital force or principle of life-as respon

sible for such growth. Perhaps one of the reasons they enjoyed great 

popularity in America (Bergson's lecture at Columbia University in 1913 

occasioned one of the first traffic jams in New York) was because they 

were received as defenders of freedom, of a certain open-endedness to 

life. in the face of a modern science whose pragmatic successes were 

threatening to confirm the picture of the universe as a godless ma

chine.· 

The star of this chapter is the fascinating but little known vitalism 
oEDriesch, though I will also attend to the vitalism of his more famous 

contemporary, Bergson. I will focus on the different figures of vital force 

(that life principle infuSing an otherwise passive matter) put forward by 

each. And because Immanuel Kant's thinking about life and matter was 

so inHuentiai to both of them,' I will also explore Kant's flirtation (in 
Critique of Judgment) with the idea of a Bildungstrieb (formative drive) 

that made the difference between inert matter and organic life. Follow

ing Kant, Driesch and Bergson took pains to tie their answer to the 

question "what is life?" to insights provided by the experimental science 
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of their day. And though the biophilosophies of Driesch and Bergson 
botb complicated Kant's strong life/matter binary, neither fully sheds 
Kant's image of inert matter. The association of matter with passivity 
still haunts us today, I think, weakening our discernment of the force 
of things. But it might be only a smali step from the creative agency of a 
vital force to a materiality conceived as itself this creative agent. 

Bildungstrieb 

In Critique of Judgment, Kant famously insisted that matter as such can 
have no "spontaneity":6 "We cannot even think of living matter as pos
sible. (The concept of it involves a contradiction, since the essential 
character of matter is lifelessness, inertia)" (Judgment, sec. 73, #394); 

we must Dot "endow matter, as mere matter, with a property [viz . . the 
property of life . . .  J that conllicts with its nature" (Judgment, sec. 65, 

#374; brackets in original). 
Kant's insistence on an unbridgeable chasm between life and ·crude 

matter" (Judgment, sec. 81, #424) raises for him the difficult question of 
how then to represent the close conjoining of life and matter in the case 
of organisms. An organism is that kInd of being which we can ·cognize 
. . .  as possible only as a natural purpose," or as "a self· organizing being" 
(Judgment, sec. 65, #374) that is "both cause and effect of itself" (Judg

ment, sec. 65, #372).' Kant addresses the problem in part by invoking a 
special "formative drive," or Bildungsmeb, which attaches itself to and 
enlivens dead matter.s 

Bildungsmeb names the inscrutabl� self-organizational power present 
in organisms but not in mere aggregates of matter. It is an ·ability" dis· 

tinguishable from "the commonly present, merely mechanistic power of 
formation" (Judgment, sec. 81, #424)" Some such "principle of original 
organi.zation" must be posited, Kant reasons, for "to speak of autocracy 

of matter in products that our understanding can grasp only as purposes 
is to use a word without meaning" (Judgment, sec. 80, #421). Bildungs
meb, one of the marvelous concepts that populate Kant's philosophical 
1andscape, names a nonmaterial. teleological drive that imparts to mat
ter its functional coherence, its "organic" quality (wherein each part of 
the whole is both cause and effect of the others). Bildungsmeb is what 
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impels an und.iffercotiated. crude mass of matter to become an orga

nized articulation of cooperating parts, the highest version of which is 

"Man," 10 

Kant is careful to distingulsh his Bildung,meb from a disembodied 

soul: "We must [not) supplement matter with an alien principle (soul), 

conjoined to it" (Judgment, sec. 65, #375). A soul is something said to be 

able to exist without a body present, whereas Bildungsmeb has existence 

only inside a body, only in conjunction with the mechanicai activities 

of matter, with, that is, those activities driven by Newtonian (rather 

than vital) forces. Kant was careful to associate Bildungsmeb verydosely 

with matter without erasing the difference between them. The depen

dence of Bi/dungsmeb on matter is, in Kant's view, what distingulshes 

his own position from that of the naive vitalists of his time. The con

cept of Bildungsmeb would not banish the organism from the system of 

corporeal nature; it did not violate one of Kant's core methodolOgical 

procedures, that is, "to explrun all products and events of nature, even 

the most purposive ones, in mechanical terms as far as we possibly can 

(we cannot tell what are the limits of our ability for this way of investi

gating)" (Judgment, sec. 78, #415). As we shall see, Bergson and Driesch, 

too, distinguished their figures of vital force from religious notions of 

the soul; they also rejected the idea that the vital force could have any 

existence apart from the bodies in which it operated. 

Kant borrowed the concept of Bildungsmeb from Johann Friedrich 

Blumenbach, a member of the medical faculty at Gottingen. In August 

1790 (just after the publication of Critique of Judgment): Kant wrote 

to Blumenbach to thank him for his "excellent work on the formative 

force [Bildungsmeb). . . . [In it), you unite two prinCiples-the physical

mechanical and the sheerly teleological mode of explanation of orga

nized nature. These are modes whicb one would not have thought 

capable of being united. In this you have quite closely approached the 

idea with which I bave been chieBy occupied -but an idea that required 

such confirmation [as you provide) through facts." U Kant endorsed Blu

men bach's Bi/dungstrieb only as a regulative principle; it "would allow 

the biolOgist to pursue the study of organisms as if they had developed 

under the aegis of a directive, vital force, while yet restricting the re

searcher to explaining organic activity by appeal only to mechanistic 

laws."" Blumenbach, especially early in his work, may have thought of 
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Bildungstrieb in a more empirical (or even experiential) sense, as when 

he speaks of it as the "inborn, life.long active drive" that "exists in all 

living creatures, from men to maggots and from cedar trees to mold."" 

Nevertheless, Blumenbach consistently insisted (in a way that pleased 

Kant) that the operations of Bildungsmeb could never become fully 

transparent to us. Kant writes apprOvingly in Critique o[Judgment ofBlu· 

menbach's acknowledgment of the fundamentally "inscrutable" nature 

of Bildung.meb, a causality necessarily obscure to us.'" For Blumenbach 

as well as for Kant-and later for Driesch-the formative drive can be 

known only indirectly, only by examining its effects, that is, the specific 

organisms it bad composed. (My vital materialism posits the causality 

of both inorganic and organic matter to be, to some extent, inscrutable 

to us, and also that a mechanistic model is inadequate to both.) 

As Kant saw it, one virtue of Bildungsmeb as a concept was that it 

provided a way to affirm the uniqueness of the pbenomenon of organiC 

growth, which was simultaneously a mechanical and a teleological pro· 

cess. OrganiSms were mechanical in that they were governed by New· 

tonian forces that applied to all physical systems, but they also had to he 

seen as systems of purposes, and as such required a different principle 

of exposition. Blumenbach modeled his Bildungsmeb on the idea of a 

Newtonian force of gravity; he sought to do "for organic bodies what 

Newton had accomplished for inert matter."" 

Blumenbach, like Kant, rejected the idea that inorganic matter could 

"spontaneously" give rise to organic life (hence the need to posit a non· 

material Bildungstrieb in the first place), and both men also sought to as

soeiate the vital force very, very closely with matter. Blumenbach notes, 

for example, that repaired parts of a damaged organism are never quite 

as large as the originals, a fact due, he reasoned, to the necessary corre� 

spondence between the intensity of the Trieb (drive) and the volume of 

the material. This was empirical evidence of the extreme familiarity of 

Bildungstrieb with the matter to which it was bound." 

Blumenb.ch focused on the constraint imposed on the formative 

force by the spatiality of matter, and so did Kant. But Kant pointed also 

to a constraint internal to Bildung.meb: the formative drive includes 

within it and thus is partially determined by implieit or virtual "purpo· 

sive predispositions [Anlagen) imparted to the stock" (Judgment, sec. 

Bl, #423)." These predispositions direct the natural organism toward a 
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set of ends. thus linking its becoming to a stable order of Creation. One 

could say that the moment of natura naturans (Bildungsmeb) is balanced 

by the moment of natura naturata (Anlagen). My point here is that Kant's 

Bildungstrieb is not radically open-ended in the effects it could produce: 

tied both to materiallty and to Anlagen. it could not produce new beings 

never seen before or those not already virtually preformed in the stock 

from which the organism sprang (Judgment. sec. 81. #423). 

Kant's invocation of Bildungsmeb reveals much about his notion 

of materiality: it is a dull, mechanistic stuff in need of a supplement 

(which is neither material nor soul) to become active. Bildungsmeb is 

also an impersonal agency that comes automatically with an organically 

organized body; it is indifferently distributed to all organisms. But lest 

the idea of Bildungsmeb suggest that humans were detennined by a pur

posive drive. Kant was careful to add that in the organism "Man; the 

Bildungsmeb coexisted alongside a will that is (or we must assume to be) 

free. Kant sought to make the case not only for a qualitative gap between 

inorganic matter and organic life but also for a quantum leap between 

humans and all other organisrns,18 

In addition to the appeal to a Bildungsmeb. further evidence of Kant's 

flirtation with vitalism can be seen in his response to the materialism 

of the Epicurean •• who rejected the idea of matter as inert and who. 

by extension. depicted the difference between human and nonhuman 

(and between organism and machine) as a matter of degree rather than 

kind. as more a case of different compositions of differently textured 

and shaped materials. The Epicureans did not see tile atoritic swerve 

(clinamen) as added or heterogeneous to matter. but as a lively impetus 

intrinsic to materiality per se. Lucretius. for example. has no need to 

import a Bildungsmeb or some other supplement into his physics. for his 

universe consists not of dead matter and living beings but of swerving 

atoms fanning turbulent and productive flows." (Here. the vital materi

alist sides with the Epicureans.) 

Kant condemns Epicureanism as unscientific: without the heuristic 

principle of purposiveness (expressed in Bildungsmeb but absent in Epi

cureanism), we would have to regard the exquisite. organic relatioD� 

ship between, say, a bird's anatomy and its flight as merely accidental. 

We would. in other words. have to entertain the possibility that nature 

"could have structured itself differently in a thousand ways without hit

ting on precisely the [organic] unity" of a bird. But to regard the bird's 
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organic unity as a randomly generated fortuity would be to lack an ·a 

priori . . .  basis for that unity; whicb for Kant would mean to lack a sci

entific explanation (Judgment, sec. 61, #360). 

Kant liked Bildungstrieb because it enabled him to combine teleologi

cal with mechanistic explanations. What interests me about it is that 

it gestures toward an impersonal. ahistorical agency. an impetus that 

"drives· men on. Bildungstrieb has an agentic power irreducible to the 

purposive energies invested in it by humans. For Kant, of course. any 

such drive would have to be thought of as having a divine source. Contra 

Kant, I think it is both possible and desirable to experiment with the 

idea of an impersonal agency integral to materiality as such, a vitality 

distinct from human or divine purposiveness. 

In invoking a lively Bildungstrieb operative within the otherwise life

less materiality of an organism, Kant sets the stage for the reflections 

on life and matter pursued by Bergson and Driesch. Driescb, to whom 

I will turn first, insisted that life was qualitatively different from matter 

and that, because mecbanistic explanation is inadequate to biological 

forms, we must assume the presence of a nonmaterial impetus. of a vital 

force, Theb -or what Driesch names as entelecby. 

Entelechy 

DIlesch was an independently wealthy embryologist. He was also one 

of the first non-Jews to'be stripped of his professorship by the Nazis 

because he objected to their use of his vitalism to justify a German con

quest of "less vital" peoples. The question of the relationship between 

belief in vital force and political violence recurs today as one notes the 

conjoining of the evangelical Christian notion of a "culture of life" with 

a doctrine of preemptive war. (This is a topic taken up in the following 

cbapter.) 

In lectures at the University of Aberdeen in 1907-8, Driesch affirmed 

Kant's image of matter as in need of some supplement if it was to be

come active, organized, and capable of cbange in a structured but not 

fully determined way. I say ·structured but not fully determined" be

cause Driescb, again following Kant, iroagined the vital principle not 

as an open-ended impetus but as shaped by certain predispositions in

trinsic to tile seed or embryo. Driesch also ecbeed Kant's claim that the 
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vital principle would never become fully transparent to us and could 

be known only as an invisible presence performing the tasks in fact 

performed within the organism but wb.ich no mechanical matter could 

ever pOSSibly perform by itseif. Entelechy is born in the negative spaces 

of the machine model of nature, in the "gaps" in the "chain of strictly 

physico-chemical or mecbanical events." Driescb rejects a Spinozist 

theory of "psycho-physical parallelism" precisely because Spinozism, as 

Driesch understands it, holds "that the physical side of [the] . . .  duality 

forms a continuous chain of strictly physico-chemical or mechanical 

events without any gap in it."�o 

Because Dricsch endorses Kant's critique of "dogmatic metaphysics," 

it is very important to b.im that b.is "prooP' of vitalism be understood 

as a negative one: ''All proofs of vitalism i.e. all reasonings by wb.ich it is 

shown that not even the machine-theory covers the field of biological 

phenomena, can only be indirect proofs: they can only make it dear 

that mecbanical or Singular causality is not sufficient for an expla

nation of what bappens:'" Driesch's case for entelechy also employs 

transcendental arguments: X must be operative, given the indisputable 

reality of y. For example, to demonstrate that the vital principle cannot 

be "physico-chemical" in nature, he starts from the observation that in 

morpbogenesis (the process by which a fertilized egg becomes an adult 

organism), "manlfoldness in space is produced where no manifold ness 

was." Though at first glance it might seem that this manlfoldness in 

space emerged directly from the spatially uniform, undiff�rentiated 

egg, theoretical reason reveals this to be impOSSible: a spotial manifold 

cannot have a spatial unity as its source. Thus it must be that some other 

kind of "manifold" is present "previOUS to morphogenesis." Lacking an 

"extensive character," this prior manifold, the basis of the organism's 

later differentiation. must be an "'intensive manifoldness ... ·2l that is, 

"an agent acting manifoldly without being in itself manifold in space .
.
. ., 

"That is to say. [it is] . . .  composite, though not in space."l<4We thus have 

a first definition of entelechy: it is the intensive manifold out of wb.ich 

emerges the extensive manifoldoess of the mature organism. 

In addition to prOviding negative and indirect proof of entelechy, 

Driesch's case for vitalism also appeals to his positive and direct inter

ventions in the laboratory. Indeed, what bad initially provoked Driesch 

to posit the "autonomy of life" was not theoretical reason but experi

ments on ceU division in the sea urchin. It was a calculated intrusion 
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into the mechanism of sea urchins that uncovered for Driesch the fact 
that life was inexplicable if conceived exclusively as a mechanism. That 
entelechy was nonmaterial, nonspatial, and nonmechankal did not, 
however. mean that it was a psyche or spirit: "The contrary of mechani

cal is merely non-mechanical. and not 'psychical:"" For Driesch as for 
Kant the vital principle must be conceived as neither mechanical body 
nor ethereal soul. 

The goal of Driesch's laboratory work. and the reason for his strict 
adherence to the protocols of empirical science. was not simply to gain 
a more subtle understanding of the dynamic chemical and physical 
properties of the organism but also to better discern what animated the 
machine: "Why then occurs all that folding, and bending . . .  , and all 
the other processes we have described? There must be something that 
drives them out. so to say."" Driescb names that something, that driving 
force, entelechy. Neither a substance nor an energy (though active only 
in relation to them). entelechy is "the non-mechanical agent respon
sible for the phenomena of life."" Like Kant, Driesch borrows his term 
of art: he takes entelechy from Aristotle. retaining its sense of a self
moving and self-altering power but rejecting its peculiarly Aristotelian 
teleology."" 

In addition to animating matter, entelechy is also what "arranges" or 
composes artistically the bodies of organisms. To see how entelechy per
forms its "forming" task, non mechanically, we need to take a closer look 
at morphogenesis, the mode of becoming that Driesch says is unique to 
organisms. Morphogenesis refers both to the process by whicb a blasto
cyst moves from a less to a more differentiated fqrm (ontogenesis), and 
to the process by which a mature organism re-forms itself in response 
to damage or disease (restitution)." Inorganic systems are of course 
capable of change, but only life, says Driesch, can morph: a crystal for
mation can diminish or increase in mass. but it cannot become quaHta· 
tively more complex and it cannot restore itself by replacing or repair
ing parts such that the "same" whole endures.'" The parts of a plant, 
unlike the mineral and chemical elements of a mountain. are members: 

when a change occurs in one, the others are not only thereby affected 
but affected in sucb a way as to provoke a coordinated response. To fur
ther sharpen the contrast between macbines and organisms, Driesch 
notes that whereas a phonograph "receives vibrations of the air and 
gives off vibrations of the air" and so "previOUS stimulus and later re-
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action are of the same nature," in an organism the "impressions on its 

sensory organs: for example sounds, can issue in cODversations, which 

belong to an "absolutely different class of pbenomena."" 

Neither can inorganic systems (as mere matter) learn from their ex

periences. says Driesch, for that entails not only -the mere recollection 

of what has happened, but . . .  also the ability to use freely in another 

field of occurring the elements of former happening for newly combined 

indilJidualised specificities of the future which are wholes ... n Driesch de

scribes this free activity as follOwing lOa curious principle. which may 

be called . . . individual correspondence. That is to say: any real action is 

an individual 'answer' to an individual stimulus."!!3 Such individualized 

action tailored specifically to the situation at hand constitutes what he 

terms the "directing" action of entelechy. 

Elsewhere Driesch describes this directing power inside the organism 

as a /dnd of gatekeeping function: entelechy decides which of the many 

formative possibilities inside the emergent organism become actual. In 

(what will come to be known as) the stem cells of the sea urchin, for 

example. there is "an enormous number of possibilities of bappening in 

the form of difference of'potential'" in each cell." But if "something else 

can be formed than actually is formed, why then does there happen in 

each case just wh�t happens and nothing else?" Again Driesch reasons 

that there must be some agent responsible for the singular specificity of 

the outcome, some decisive agent guarding the entrance to actuality: 

According to our hypothesis . . . .  in each of the n cells the same great number 

of possibilities of becomlng is physico-chemically prepared, but checked, 

so to say, by entelechy. Development of the system DOW depends. according 

to our assumption, upon the fact that entelechy relaxes its suspensory power 

and thus . . .  in cell a one thing is allowed to occur, in cell b another, and 

in cell c something else; hut what now actually occurs in a might also have 

occurred in b or c; [or each one out of an enormous number of possibilities 

may occur in each cell Thus, by the regulatory relaxing action of entelechy 

in a system in which an enormous variety of possible events had been sus

pended by it, it may bappen that an equal distribution of possibilities is trans· 

fonned into an unequal distribution of actual effects.'5 

Note that Driesch here again describes the power of entelechy to de

termine the trajectory of organic growth in negative terms: it acts by 
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selectively "relaxing" its "suspensory power." This capacity for (nega

tive) choice operates in a context of multiple possibilities, and so the 

actual path of organic growth is not determined in a rigid, mechanical 

way. Likewise, neither are the individual movements of an adult organ

ism fully determined or mechanically caused by the stimuli of their en

vironment: outside events do affect the individual, but they create only 

"a general stock of possibilities for further acting and have not determined 

all further reactions quite in detail,"36 There is thus an "indefiniteness of 

correspondence between specific cause and specific effect,"17 Neverthe· 

less, the organism's ability to respond perspicuously and inventively to 

an event (its capacity for "individual correspondence") is not radically 

free: entelechy, like Bildungstrieb, is incapable of producing that which 

is utterly new, for its intelligent responsiveness remains under the guid

ance of compacted intensities (which Driesch calls "a general stock of 

possibilities· and Kant calls 'purposive dispositions," or Anlagen). 

Driesch affirms a qualitative difference between entelechy-infused 

life and inorganic matter: entelechy (as a self-directing activeness) is 

what distinguishes a crystal from an embryo, a parking lot from a lawn, 

me from my corpse. But Driesch is less certain about a qualitative dif

ference between human and other forms of life. On the one hand, the 

directing power of entelechy (unlike its "formative power," which is dis

trihuted equally across all organisms) operates inside humans with a 

special intensity. But, on the other hand, Driesch also claims that some 

analog of knowing and willing exists in all organic processes." He does 

not know just what this analog is, but though it "may seem very strange" 

that the most perspicuous means toward the end of maintaining the 

organic whole are "known and found" by every organism, "it is a fact."" 

Kant positioned humans as noumenal as well as phenomenal, as natu

ral bodies but also as above or outside the order of nature. This human 

exceptionalism is less pronounced in Driesch:40 

Close attention to morphogeneSiS reveals to Driesch a mode of be

coming distinctive to "life": it is change that organizes and sustains a 

complex whole even amid changing circumstances. Might these organic 

wholes be complex machines? If so, there would be no need to invoke a 

vital principle like entelechy to explain morphogenesis. Driesch takes 

up the question explicitly and finds all mechanistic accounts of mor

phogeneSiS inadequate. Here is why: an organism is a working whole 
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capable of innovative action-it repairs injured parts, re-creates sev� 

ered ones, and adapts old parts to perform new roles-all to maintain 

the normal functioning of the whole and to preserve its identity. In con· 

trast, a machine (as a mere aggregation of physico·chemical elements) 

"does not remain itself. if you take from it whatever you please."" Because 

machines cannot self-repair, one must again condude that there must 

be at work in the organism some nonmaterial agent that provides "the 

specific and real stimulus which calls forth the restoring processes."·' 

Neither does the machine analogy hold, says Driesch, for individual 

organs of an organism. An ovary, for example, emerges from a Single, 

totipotent cell ("Anlage") that "has been divided and re-divided in

numerable times.""3 but "how could a machine . . .  be divided innumerable 

times and yet remain what it was?"" Driesch's experimental evidence for 

this involves the hydroid polyp Tubularia, whose cut segments, however 

small, will regenerate the whole organism. According to the mecha

nists, each s�gment would have to contain a machine, eacb of which, 

wheo cut in two, would continue to functioo as a half-size but complete 

machine. Mikhail Bakhtin, an early critic of Driesch's work, aptly de· 

scribes the conclusions Driesch draws from his experiments on Tubu· 

laria: "What kind of machine is this which we can divide to our heart's 

content and which always preserves its norma! functions? A numherof 

highly complex, large and small machines with the same function must 

be contained within our two em segment . . . .  Moreover, these machines 

overlap one another: parts of one correspond to completely different 

parts of another. Sucb a mechanism contradicts the very cOli.cept of a 

mechanism. Thus, the machine theory (in Driesch's opinion) leads to 

the absurd."" 

In describing entelechy as the invisible but "real stimulus" for the 

movement of morphing, Driesch also considers the question of whether 

entelechy might be conceived as "energy," and thus as a special kind 

of physico-chemical entity. Again he answers no, rejecting the idea of 

"vital energy" as oxymoronic, for life is unquantifiable and all energies 

remain for him quantities: "In asserting . . .  phenomena to be of the 

energetical order, we state that there can be a more Or less of them . . . .  

But entelechy lacks all the characteristics of quantity: entelechy is order of 

relation and absolutely nothing else.· .. 

Driesch consistently emphasizes the intensely intimate relationship 
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between entelechy and the regular, observable operations of matter. En

telechy can only make use of "the possibilities of becoming" that are 

·physico-chemically prepared:' for "life is unknown to us except in as

sociation with bodies";"7 entelechy always "uses material means in each 

individual morphogenesis";" entelechy cannot make sulphuric .cid if 

no hydrogen is present, but it can "suspend for as long a period as it 

wants any one of all the reactions which are possible with such com

pounds as are present, and which would happen without entelechy."" 

These formulations display Driesch's struggle to make the life-matter 

relationship as close as it can pOSSibly be without going all the way to a 

(mechanistic) materialism and also resisting a metaphysics of "soul." 

What intrigues me perhaps the most about entelechy is, as in the case 

of Bildungsmeb, the way in which it is a figure of impersonal agency. 

Like the Homeric Greek notion of psuche," entelechy does not vary 

&om person to person; it is not a unique soul, but neither does it vary 

across organisms. It is, rather, the immanent vitality BOwing across 

all living bodies. This makes entelechy more resistant than soul to the 

strongest or most punitive notions of personal moral responsibility. En

telechy coordinates parts on behalf of a whole in response to event and 

does so without following a rigid plan; it answers events ionov.tively 

and perspicuously, deciding on the spot and in real time which of the 

many possible courses of development will in fact happen. The agenlic 

capacity of entelechy is not a disembodied soul, for it is constrained by 

the materiality that it must inhabit and by the preformed possibilities 

contained therein. But despite this heteronomy, entelechy has real effi

cacy: it animates, arranges, and directs the bodies of the living, even 

under cbanging conditions. It is "an effective extra-spatial intensively 

manifold constituent of nature."Sl 

Driesch's invention of entelechy as a creative causality is propelled by 

his assumption that materiality is stuff so passive and dull that it could 

not poSSibly have done the tricky work of organizing and maintaining 

morphing wholes. Sometimes this matter is infused with entelechy and 

becomes life, and sometimes it is not and coagulates into inorganic ma· 

chines. Driesch thought he had to figure entelechy as nonmaterial be

cause his notion of materiality was yoked to the notion of a mechanistic, 

deterministic machine. In 1926 Bakhtin wrote an interesting rebuttal 

to Driesch, arguing that be failed to imagine the possibility of "a relent-
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lessly self-constructing, developing machine [which] . . .  builds itself not 
&om pre-prepared parts, but from self-constructing ones." Such a ma
chine, were it to be damaged, would indeed be capable of a self-repair, 
a restitution prompted and guided by subtle and interactive physico
chemical signals, and thus would have no need for entelechy." 

Bakhtin points out that Driesch's vitalism depends on bis critique 
of materialism, and tbat critique depends on equating materiality with 
mechanical causality, with an image of machine as a "totally prefabri
cated" and "fixed and immovable" assemblage." Bakhtin recommends 
that we rethink what a machine can be, rather than reject the pbysico
materialist explanation per se.5-4 Driesch will not entertain the possi
bility of a creatively self-organizing or inteUigently adaptive machine, 
no more than be will allow entelechy to be assimilated to the categoty of 
energy, because machines and energies are concepts that Simply cannot 
stretch to include as much freedom and spontaneity (i.e., that "indefi

niteness of correspondence between specific cause and specific effect") 
as Driesch senses to be operative in the world. What ultimately distin
guishes Bahktin from Dricsch, then, is the question of whether or not 
natural creativity is even in principle calculable. Driesch says no, Bahk
tin seems to say yes. Here I side with Driesch. 

Bergson and Elan Vital 

Bergson's vitalism is also based on the distinction between life and mat
ter, though Bergson openly acknowledges that these categories fix wbat 
really are but "tendencies" of a cosmic Bow. Life and matter are striv
ings that exist only in conjunction and competition with each other; 
they are not permanent conditions but "nascent changes of direction."ss 
Life Dames a certain propensity for .. the utmost poSSible" activeness, a 
bias in favor of mobile and morphing states. Likewise, matter must be 
understood as a leaning toward passivity, a tendency in favor of stable 
formations. Bergson, like Driescb, associates matter with extension, 
but again he complicates things by cautioning against imagining matter 
as completely extended in space, for pure spatiality would "consist in a 
perfect externality of parts in their relation to one another," whereas in 
fact "there is no material point that does not act on every other material 
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point." It is thus more precise to say that "matter extends itself in space 

without being absolutely extended therein." In other words. matter is a 

tendency toward spatialization.S6 

Attracted to the route of least resistance, the material tendency is a 

lazy preference for inertia. and it is in this sense that Bergson. too, par· 

ticipates in the tradition of imagining matter as inert (CB, 128-29). But 

for Bergson we necessarily turn a spatializing tendency into a world of 

fixed entities. This distortion is necessary and useful because humans 

must regard tbe world instrumentally if they are to survive in it: there 

is an "inevitable propensity of our mind" to view the world as if it con

sisted not of an ever-changing flow of time but of a calculable set of 

things. 

Bergson sbares with Driesch the view that life is not susceptible to 

quantification, thougb Bergson ascribes life's immunity to "mathemati

cal treatment" to its nature as a moving flow. Bergson is bere speaking of 

mathematics qua geometry. In contrast, Ofinfinitesmal calculus" is pro· 

life. It is "precisely an effort to substitute for the Teady-made what is in 

process of becoming" (CE, 20). Life ·splays" itself out in new forms that 

are not even conceivable before they exist, says Bergson. and were they 

to be quantified and measured, it would already be too late, for life will 
have moved 00. 

A!; is the case with entelecby, the idea of elan vital arises in the wake 

of a critique of mechanism. Noting the existence of eyes in organisms 

as physiologically dissimilar as a mollusk and a man, Bergson concludes 

that ·this production of the same effect by two different accumulations 

of an enormous number of small causes is contrary to the principles of 

mechanistic pbilosopby." And, as in Dnescb, the pbenomenon of resti

tution suggests to Bergson the need to invoke a nonmechanical vital 

agent: "[In the) SalamandTa macula to, if the lens be removed and the iris 

left, the regeneration of the lens takes place at the upper part of the iris; 

but if this upper part .. _ be taken away, the regeneration takes place in 

the inner . . _ layer of the remaining region. Thus, parts differently situ

ated, differently constituted, meant normally for different functions, are 

capable of performing the same duties and even of manufacturing ... 

the same pieces of the machine .... Whether we will or no, we must 

appeal to some inneT diTecting prinCiple in order to account for this con

vergence of effects" (CB, 75-76; my emphasis). 
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Elan vital, like entelechy, is this "inner directing prinCiple." Recall that 

entelechy, in addition to "arranging" matter, also has the power to "im� 

pel" restitution and "drive out" physico-chemica! processes,57 Bergson 

underscores this sparking, instigating quality even more: elan vital is 
"the tremendous internal push of life:' "the primitive impetus of the 

whole; the "impulse which thrusts life into the world, wbich made it 

divide into vegetables and animals, which shunted the animal on to sup

pleness of form, and wbich, at a certain moment, in the animal kingdom 

threatened with torpcr, secured that, on some points at least, it should 

rouse itself up and move forward" (CE, '3')' The task of elan vital is to 

shake awake that lazy bones of matter and insert into it a measure of 

surprise: "At the root of life there is an effort to engraft on to the neces

sity of physical forces the largest pcssible amount of indetermination" 

(CE, 114). Elan vital, "traversing the bodies it bas organized one after 

another, passing from generation to generation," never sleeps (CE. 26). 

Like entelechy, elan vital is not itself simple or homogeneous. Driesch 

speaks of entelechy as an "intensive manifold," while Bergson describes 

a process of self-diversification of the vital impetus "in the form of a 

sheaf" (CE, 99). Elan vital self-dirempts as it flows, dispensing itself 

"without losing anything of its force, rather intensifying in proportion 

to its advance" (CE, .6)." This peculiar kind of self-division, by which 

the vital impulse gains strength as it distributes itself, helps explain 

what Bergson means when he says that "life does not proceed by the asso

ciation and addition of elements, but by dissociation and division" (CE, 89). 

Driescb's entelechy is directional in the sense of pursuing the gen

erai goal of arranging and then preserving organic wholes. The specific 

means employed for this task vary because they are chosen in "indi

vidual correspondence" to the circumstances at band. Bergson repeats 

Driesch's claim that the means used by vital force are contingent on the 

specifics of their enactment, but this contingency proves more radi

cal for Bergson. The means available to �Ian vilal do not preexist (even 

as latent "possibilities) the moment of their deployment, but rather 

emerge in tandem with their effects. Bergson thus contests Oriesch's 

claim that the aim of the vital impulse is to maintain the whole: for Berg

son any whole that would be maintained is not "given" but always in 

transition, on the way in or out. Again, what elan vital does-its dis

tinctive activity-is to increase the instability of material formations. to 
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"insert some indetennination into matter. Indeterminate, i.e. uoforsee� 
ab]e, are the forms it creates in the t:ourse of its evo]utioo" (CE, 12.6). 
Elan \lital brings new events into existence and makes each form over
Bow its present (CE, 103). Driesch, too, hinted at the idea that the vital 
force is creative (but not that it is aflOUJ) in his discussion of individual 
correspondence. but the theme is more pronounced in Bergson's vital
ism, according to which life is "a perpetual eIDorescence of novelty" and 
"unceasing creation" (eE, 23).59 Driesch attributed a kind of inventive
ness to the organism's (or even the organ's) responses to each uniquely 
configured event, but entelechy's agency does not seem to include the 
creation of the radically new. 

It would be misleading to call �Ian vital's injection of indetermination 
a telos. Yes, �Ian vital is an effort in a direction-how could efforts be 
otherwise?-but it is not the realization of a plan. Deleuze says that for 
Bergson "there is no 'goal,' because these directions ... are themselves 
created 'along with' the act that runs through them."60 Elan vital is drive 
without design, a searching that is a "groping":" "It would be futile to 
try to assign to life an end .... To speak of an end is to think of a pre
existing model which has only to be realized. It is to suppose, therefore, 
that all is given, and that the future can be read in the present .... Life, 

• on the contrary .... is undoubtedly creative, i.e. productive of effects 
in which it expands and transcends its own being. These effects were 
therefore not given in it in advance, and so it could not take them for 
ends" (CE, 51-52). 

For both Bergson and Driesch vitality can only operate within the 
constraints of persistent and powerful physico-chemical propensities. 
"Even in its most perfect works," such as unprecedented works of art, 
�Ian viml "is at the mercy of the materiality which it has had to assume" 
(CE, 127). It also can only·make the best of a pre-existing energy which 
it finds at its disposal."" Like Driesch, Bergson refuses to assimilate 
vitality to "energy" and rather sees the latter as a resistant means used 
by the former. But more than Driesch, Bergson emphasizes that some 
of the obstacles to the production of harmonious wholes are internal to 
�Ian vital itself, a function of its own unharmonious manifoldness. The 
vital impetus is a splaying out, a rendering of itself more indeterminate, 
and this means that some lines of the spray will conBict or counteract 
others. II!; self-dispensing, �Ian vital is profoundly at odds with itself: 
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"Always seeking to transcend itself; it "always remains inadequate to 

the work it would fain produce" (CE, 126). 
For Bergson, the universe that results from the self-dispensing flowof 

�lan vital is a nonharnionious whole, albeit an "indivisible continuity."·' 

Nature "admits of much discord because each species, each individual 

even, retains only a certain impetus from the universal vital impulsion 

and tends to use this energy in its own interest .... harmony is rather 

behind us than before. It is due to an identity of impulSion and not to 

a common aspiration" (Cll, 50-51). Driesch also did not affirm a simple 

model of harmony: he, too, insisted that there is internal alteration 

within parts as they develop, as weD as changes in the relationship be

tween parts: "It is far from being true that the development of each em

bryonic part depends on the existence or development of every other 

one. On the contrary, it is a very important ... feature of organogenesis 

that it occurs in ... Jines of processes which may start from a common 

root, but which are absolutely independent of one another in their man

ner of differentiation .... Suppose a part, A, shows that phenomenon of 

self-differentiation: this means that the further development of A is not 

dependent on certain others parts, B, C, and D; it does not mean at all 

that ... there might not be formative actions among the constituents of 

A itself."" 

Oriesch and Bergson both believed that nature, irreducible to matter 

as extension in space, also included a dynamic intensity or animating 

impetus. Neither elan vital nor entelechy is reducible to the material and 

energetic forces that each inhabits and must enlist; both are agents in 

the sense of engaging in actions that are more than reflexes. instincts, 

or prefigured responses to stimuli; both have the generative power to 

produce, organize, and enliven matter, though Driesch emphasizes the 

arranging and directing powers of the vital agent and Bergson accents 

its sparking and innovating capacities. in general, entelechy is less free 

ranging in operation than elan vital, not quite the "ceaseless upspringing 

of something new, which has no sooner arisen to make the present than 

it has already fallen back into the past" (CE, 47). The agency of entelechy 

is, from my point of view, also too self-contained: its power to makes 

things happen by itself is overstated (despite Driesch's acknowledgment 

of its "dependency" on matter). The figure of entelechy, however, does 

nicely capture the pulSing, conative dimension of agency, but such a 
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pulse must be engaged in a system of pulses. in an assemblage that links 

them and forms circuits of intensities. 

Driesch was an experimental embryologist first and only later became 

a pbllosopher. and it is Bergson who offers a more detailed philosophy 

of becoming as "creative evolution." But Driesch's greater identification 

with and immersion in the techniques of experimental science may offer 

the advantage of better protection against the temptation in vitalism to 

spiritualize the vital agent. As an example of a vitalism that surrenders to 

this temptation. I turn in the next chapter to another figuration of vital 

force. the ·soul" invoked by American advocates of the "culture of life." 

This vitalism hooked up with an evangelical Christianity. stem cells. 

American weaponry. and the territory ofIraq (and other actants). form

ing an assemblage with violent effectivity. My aim in the next chapter 

is to discern how some of these links were established. and to thereby 

shed some light on the complicated relationship between images of 

matter and visions of politics. 
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